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EAAP: Efficient Anonymous Authentication With
Conditional Privacy-Preserving Scheme for

Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks
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Abstract— Providing an efficient anonymous authentication
scheme in vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) with low com-
putational cost is a challenging issue. Even though, there are
some existing schemes to provide anonymous authentication, the
existing schemes suffer from high computational cost in the cer-
tificate and the signature verification process, which leads to high
message loss. Therefore, they fail to meet the necessity of verifying
hundreds of messages per second in VANETs. In our scheme,
we propose an efficient anonymous authentication scheme to
avoid malicious vehicles entering into the VANET. In addition,
the proposed scheme offers a conditional tracking mechanism to
trace the vehicles or roadside units that abuse the VANET. As a
result, our scheme revokes the privacy of misbehaving vehicles
to provide conditional privacy in a computationally efficient way
through which the VANET entities will be anonymous to each
other until they are revoked from the VANET system. Moreover,
the proposed scheme is implemented and the performance
analysis shows that our scheme is computationally efficient with
respect to the certificate and the signature verification process
by keeping conditional privacy in VANETs.

Index Terms— Conditional privacy, vehicular ad hoc
networks (VANETs), anonymous certificates, authentication,
security.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE speedy development of wireless technology has ele-
vated the intelligent transportation systems (ITSs) to

higher levels and also made VANETs more attractive to
the public. In VANETs, each vehicle is equipped with an
on-board unit (OBU) which permits it to communicate with
other vehicles and this type of communication is vehicle-to-
vehicle (V2V) communication. Moreover, the vehicles can
also communicate with roadside units (RSUs), which is called
as vehicle-to-RSU (V2R) communication [1], [2]. Through
V2V and V2R communications, VANETs improve driving
safety and convenience with safety messages (e.g., emergency
reporting, collision warning, lane change assistance, etc.) as
well as traffic management and infotainment messages.

Due to the open-medium nature of these communica-
tions, it is necessary to provide primary security require-
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ments such as authentication and privacy in an anonymous
manner [23], [28], [31], [32]. Unless proper security measures
are taken, the VANET users may potentially be vulnerable
to a number of attacks, namely, bogus information attack,
impersonation attack and RSU replication attack, etc [30].
Authentication is considered to be the first line of defence
against malicious vehicles and messages [27]. If authentica-
tion is not given, a malicious vehicle may impersonate as
an emergency vehicle to exceed speed limits without being
permitted. If message integrity is not provided, a malicious
vehicle could change the content of a message that is sent
by the legitimate vehicle user or a legitimate RSU. By doing
so, the legitimate vehicle user would be made responsible for
the damage caused. Moreover, if an anonymous vehicle in the
VANET system turns malicious, then its privacy should be
revoked by the Trusted Authority (TA) and revealed to other
vehicles, so that it can no longer be anonymous to protect
the performance of the system. Thus, this revocation scheme
has been considered as very essential to continue other users
honest in the VANET system.

Usually, many existing schemes were designed to solve the
security issues of VANETs based on a public key infrastructure
(PKI). In the PKI based schemes, each vehicle user uses
a pair of cryptographic keys, namely, a public key and a
private key. The strength of the PKI schemes mainly depends
on the computational impracticality of a properly generated
private key from its corresponding public key. The vehicle
user keeps the private key in the vehicle in a secret manner,
whereas the public key is known to everyone, which is issued
by a TA. The most commonly used two PKIs are Rivest,
Shamir, and Adleman(RSA)-based PKI and the elliptic curve
cryptosystem (ECC)-based PKI [3]. Due to smaller key size
and lower computational costs, the ECC-based PKI anonymity
schemes are better than the RSA-based PKI schemes [4].
The main limitation of all the existing PKI based anonymity
schemes is that the TAs generate the pseudonyms and also
know the pseudonyms that are used by the vehicles. Therefore,
these schemes are not computationally efficient and truly
anonymous.

VANETs also support multicast communication [11] to send
the safety messages to many vehicles at a time. One of the
most essential requirements in multicast communication is
source authentication to provide VANET security. Multicast
communications have a pile of challenges in VANETs [5].
The traditional symmetric key based point-to-point source
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authentication mechanism is not suitable for secure source
authentication in the case of multicast communications in
VANETs. The symmetric key based point-to-point source
authentication mechanism schemes suffer from a common
drawback, that is, any receiver can impersonate the sender and
then forge the data because of the shared secret key between
the sender and the receiver. Moreover, the rapid change in
VANET network topology due to the high-speed mobility of
vehicles limits the communication time among vehicles.

Therefore, there is a need for an effective anonymous
authentication scheme that has properties like easy revocation
and low computational cost. In order to facilitate this, we pro-
pose an efficient anonymous authentication scheme with con-
ditional privacy preserving (EAAP) for VANETs. The EAAP
is designed based on the following four security requirements:
1) The privacy offered by the TA to the vehicles in the VANET
system is a conditional privacy. 2) The construction of EAAP
scheme is based on bilinear pairing [6]. 3) In this EAAP
scheme, the TA does not require to store the anonymous
certificates of vehicles and RSUs. Instead, the vehicles and
RSUs can generate their anonymous certificates on their own
to protect their privacy. 4) In the event of any conflict, the
TA has the ability to successfully revoke the anonymity of
a misbehaving vehicle to disclose its real identity. Then the
revoked identity is placed in the identity revocation list (IRL)
which is maintained by the TA.

A. Our Contributions

Based on the aforementioned conflicts and challenges, the
main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.

1) In order to minimize the computational cost, we
have developed a computationally efficient anonymous
authentication scheme for both vehicles and RSUs in our
scheme.

2) To minimize the certificate and signature verification
cost for providing efficient data integrity, which is suit-
ably required for VANETs.

3) To minimize the message loss ratio during the message
communication that takes place between the RSUs and
vehicles.

4) To develop a computationally efficient conditional track-
ing mechanism to revoke the vehicles or RSUs that abuse
the VANET.

B. Roadmap of This Paper

The rest of this paper is systematized as follows. Section II
reviews the related work. Section III presents the system
overview. Section IV describes the proposed EAAP scheme in
detail. Section V describes the security analysis. Section VI
presents the simulation results that demonstrate the effective-
ness of our scheme. Section VII concludes our work and
provides a direction for future work.

II. RELATED WORKS

In the field of security and privacy of VANETs, the bulk
of the research works have concentrated on the authenti-
cation to guarantee the security [7]–[10]. The majority of

existing works has mainly depended on pseudonym-based
approaches to effectively protect the privacy of vehicles.
The pseudonym-based approaches have a common advantage
of efficient privacy preservation. However, to avoid privacy-
related attacks, the TA is required to change the pseudonyms
in a frequent manner. Therefore, several privacy schemes use
bilinear pairing based elliptical curve cryptosystem (ECC)
as their fundamental building block to avoid privacy-related
attacks. Lu et al. [12] proposed an efficient conditional privacy
preservation protocol (ECPP) scheme which is based on the
use of bilinear maps to attain conditional privacy for the
vehicles. In this scheme, an RSU provides multiple anonymous
keys for a vehicle to thwart its communication from being
traced. The primary limitation of ECPP scheme is that the
RSUs suffer from high latency during the pseudonym gen-
eration process. In addition, the vehicles, mainly depend on
RSUs to get their pseudonyms and corresponding keys for
communication. Moreover, in this scheme, the pseudonyms
generated by the RSUs are required to inform to the TA before
issuing to the vehicles. Since RSUs are usually vulnerable
to physical attacks and easily compromised, the pseudonyms
generation at RSUs is not effective. Jung et al. [13] pro-
posed a universal re-encryption scheme as the improvement
of ECPP based on identity-based group signatures. However,
Tan [14] discovered that Jung’s scheme cannot overcome
the limitations of ECPP scheme. Because, if an RSU is
compromised by an adversary, the adversary can trace the
issued short-time anonymous certificates and signatures of all
the OBUs to collapse the entire system. In addition, their
scheme does not concentrate on bidirectional communication
in V2V and V2R communications. Huang et al. [15] proposed
an efficient pseudonymous authentication-based conditional
privacy protocol (PACP) for VANETs. In this scheme, the
TA provides a long-term pseudonym named as ‘ticket’ which
is used to obtain ‘tokens’ from RSUs. The vehicles gen-
erate pseudonyms using those tokens for anonymous V2V
and V2R communications. Therefore, the RSUs have the
responsibility for the vehicles to generate its pseudonyms.
The main limitation of this scheme is that the RSUs provide
tokens to vehicles based on the ticket issued by the TA without
learning any information about the vehicle. In addition, the
mapping from a ticket to a token is done only in the RSUs.
Moreover, the RSUs are required to provide multiple tokens
which are mapped to the same ticket to increase vehicle
anonymity. In the case of revocation, the TA depends on the
RSU to obtain the tokens for its ticket to the identity of the
vehicle from its pseudonyms.

Lin et al. [16] proposed the Group signature Based (GSB)
scheme based on the use of group signature technique. In this
scheme, the vehicle’s OBUs are not required to store a large
number of anonymous keys and the TA can efficiently trace
the targeted vehicle in the case of misbehaving. However, in
this scheme, the vehicles are required to store the revocation
list to avoid the communication with revoked vehicles. There-
fore, for a large scale network, verification process grows
linearly with the increment of number of revoked vehicles
on the revocation list. Hence, each vehicle needs to spend
more time and it is not feasible when the revocation list
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Fig. 1. System model.

is large. Gamage et al. [20] proposed an ID based ring
signature scheme in order to fulfil the privacy requirement
of a signer in VANET applications. However, traceability
cannot be attained in this method, and hence this method does
not provide conditional privacy. Comparing with most of the
authentication and privacy preserving schemes existing in the
literature, the proposed EAAP in this paper is different in many
aspects. First, the proposed anonymous authentication scheme
preserves the real identities of vehicle users and RSUs from
other entities in the network in a computationally efficient way
during authentication. Second, the integrity of the data is also
preserved in a computationally efficient way when messages
are exchanged among the vehicles. Finally, the conditional
tracking mechanism discloses the real identities of vehicle
users and RSUs in the case of misbehaving in VANET with
low computational cost.

III. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

In this section, we demonstrate the system model, the attack
model and system assumptions used in our proposed method.

A. System Model

The system model of a single geographic region for our
anonymous authentication scheme is illustrated in Fig. 1.
It consists of three major components, namely, a TA, RSUs
and vehicles.

Trusted Authority: The TA is responsible for maintaining
the whole VANET system. The TA is considered to be fully
trusted and it is infeasible for any opponent to compromise.
The TA is also responsible for the registration of RSUs and
vehicles, when they join the network. In our scheme, the whole
road transportation system is divided into several geographic
regions and each region has a TA. When a vehicle moves
from one geographic region to another geographic region, the

vehicle is authenticated by the TA of the new geographic
region using the public value of the TA of the registered
geographic region. Here, the public value of each TA is
interchanged with the TAs of other geographic regions to
check the legitimacy of the vehicles in the case of vehicle
roaming from one geographic region to other geographic
region. In Fig.1, we have illustrated a single TA of a single
geographic region for our convenience. In addition, the TA
generates the initial security parameters for all vehicles and
RSUs and these parameters are issued to vehicles and RSUs
after the successful completion of their registration.

RSU: RSUs are fixed infrastructures, deployed on the road-
side. RSUs act as the bridges between the TA and vehicle
users, which connect with TA by securing wire links and
vehicles by a wireless channel. The RSUs and the vehi-
cles are equipped with Dedicated Short Range Communi-
cation (DSRC) [17] radios which support DSRC service to
perform V2V and V2R wireless communications. In our
scheme, RSUs are assumed to be semi-trusted, that is, they
can work as expected but may disclose data to an adversary.
If an RSU is found to be compromised, the TA can detect it
within a limited time period.

Vehicle: Each vehicle in the VANET is installed with an
OBU, which permits the vehicle to communicate with other
vehicles and RSUs to share messages to make driving more
comfortable. Since, the OBUs have been installed in the vehi-
cles, the vehicles are called as intelligent transport vehicles.
Each OBU has a tamper-proof device (TPD) to store the
sensitive information such as secret keys, a Global Positioning
System (GPS) to provide the location and time information and
an event data recorder (EDR) to record related information
about vehicle crashes.

B. Attack Model

The attackers in a VANET system are primarily classified
as internal attackers and external attackers. Since the external
attackers are not part of the system, they are believed to be
the most powerful attackers compared to internal attackers.
The compromised vehicles and RSUs are called as internal
attackers. Internal attackers have right to use secret parameters
since they are part of the system. Concretely, in our threat
model, we concentrate on an external attacker that is equipped
with radio devices to enter into the VANET system through
impersonation attack [18] and then act as a legitimate node
such as RSU or vehicle. Here, we deliver some potential attack
scenarios in the VANET.

1) Bogus Information Attack: The attacker may send fake
messages in the VANET system to attain a specific
purpose. For example, an attacker can send a fake traffic
jam message to other vehicles in order to get a better
traffic condition.

2) Impersonation Attack: In the impersonation attack, an
attacker successfully guesses the identity of a vehicle
or even an RSU and passes as a legitimate node into
the VANET.

3) RSU Replication Attack: The cost consideration and the
presence of a large number of RSUs, prevent the RSUs
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from providing sufficient protection against malicious
attacks, which may result in an RSU compromise.
Once an RSU is compromised, an adversary can launch
any malicious attack, such as transmitting bogus traffic
information.

4) Identity Revealing Attack: The privacy related attacks
are mainly concentrated on illegally gathering a vehi-
cle’s secret/sensitive information. For example, getting
personal data about a vehicle’s owner could put his/her
privacy at risk.

5) Masquerading: This attack takes place when one user
pretends to be a different user to gain unauthorized
access through legitimate access identification using
stolen passwords and logons.

6) Key and/or Certificate Replication Attack: In order to
confuse the TA to track vehicles, the attacker uses
duplicate keys and certificates of other vehicles as an
authentication proof.

7) Forgery Attack: In this attack, an attacker forges the
anonymous certificate or signature of the message and
uses it for its own benefit.

C. Bilinear Pairing

Let us consider three (multiplicative) cyclic groups G1,G2,
and GT with same order q , where q is a large prime. Let’s con-
sider g1 be a generator of G1, g2 be a generator of G2, and ψ
be an isomorphism from G2 to G1 such that ψ (g2) = g1. The
bilinear map e : G1 × G2 → GT , satisfies the following three
properties.

1) Bilinearity: The mapping e : G1 × G2 → GT is said to
be bilinear if e

(
ga

1 , gb
2

) = e (g1, g2)
ab, g1∈G1 &

g2∈G2 and ∀a, b ∈ Z∗
q , where Z∗

q = [1, . . . , q − 1] .
2) Non-degeneracy: e (g1, g2) �= 1GT .
3) Computability: There exists an efficient algorithm to

easily compute the bilinear map e : G1 × G2 → GT .

IV. PROPOSED EAAP SCHEME

In V2V communication, it is not necessary to maintain
the confidentiality of each message because every legal user
has the rights to know the message content. In this strategy,
the digital signature technique is used to sign each message
sent by the RSUs and the OBUs. Thus, any recipient can
validate the received message and confirm the integrity and
authenticity of the messages. In order to confirm the integrity
and authenticity of the messages, the EAAP scheme uses
bilinear pairing technique [19], which is considered as the
basis of this scheme.

A. System Initialization

From the bilinear parameters (G1,G2,GT , e, q), the TA
generates the system parameters as follows. The TA first
selects two random numbers a, b ∈ Z∗

q as the master secret
keys and computes A1 = ga

1 and B1 = gb
1. The TA also selects

a secure cryptographic hash function H : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗
q .

Finally, the TA publishes the system parameters as param =
(q, e, g1, g2,G1,G2,GT , A1, B1, H ).

B. Anonymous Authentication of a Vehicle
The proposed EAAP scheme for anonymous authentication

of a vehicle mainly consists of the following five parts,
namely, registration and key generation, anonymous certificate
generation, signature generation, verification and conditional
tracking.

a) Registration and Key Generation: During the registration
process, the vehicle users first directly go to the TA.
In the registration process, the vehicle users are required
to submit the required information such as name,
address, mail id, phone number, licence plate number,
etc. to the TA. After this registration only the vehicle
users are considered to be the VANET users. Once the
vehicle users have completed the registration process,
the TA starts to generate the necessary keys for each
vehicle user through the key generation process. In the
key generation process, the TA first generates the origi-
nal user identity (O I Dui ) for each vehicle user ui . After
that, the TA generates dummy identities (DI Dui )for
each vehicle user ui . In order to generate the dummy
identities, the TA chooses a random number ni such
that ni ∈ Z∗

q and computes DI Dui = gni +a
1 mod q .

Similarly, the TA generates the dummy identities of
RSUs (DI Drsui ). The mapping from original identi-
ties to dummy identities is done only in the TA. The
necessity of generating the dummy identities for each
vehicle user is to check the validity of the message
source. Even if these identities are captured, they do not
reveal the privacy of the vehicle users or RSUs. Because,
they provide zero knowledge about the vehicle users or
RSUs. Finally, the TA selects a random number vi ∈ Z∗

q

and computes Ti = g
1

vi +a+b

1 . Then, the TA stores
(O I Dui ,DI Dui , T b

i ) in its tracking list database and
returns the authorization key AK = (DI Dui , Ti , Ei )
to the user through a smart card directly in the offline
mode to avoid various kind of online attacks, where
Ei = g−ni

1 mod q. Once the vehicle users get the AK
from the TA through a smart card, it is stored in a
secure environment such as TPD by the user. After the
completion of successful registration, it is not required
for the vehicle users to go directly to the TA for further
communications. The vehicle users can communicate
with TA through RSUs for further communications using
the credentials which are obtained from the TA during
the time of registration.

b) Anonymous Certificate Generation: When the user
enters into the VANET, he/she uses the AK and follows
the following steps to generate the required anonymous
certificates.

1. Each user first selects some random numbers
r1, r2, . . . rl ∈ Z∗

n , l ≤ n as the temporary short
time private keys and computes the corresponding
temporary short time public keys Yk = grk

2 for
k = 1, 2, . . . , l.

2. For each temporary short time public key Yk , the
user computes the anonymous short time certificate
Certk as follows:
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First, the user randomly selects μ, k1, k2 ∈ Z∗
q and

computes γU , γV , λ, λ1, λ2

γU = Bμ1 , γV = Ti .A
μ
1 , λ = (μ+ rk)mod q

λ1 = γ μ+k1
U

, λ2 = γ μ+k1
U

γ
μ+k2
V

After computing the values γU , γV , λ, λ1 and λ2,
the user computes the challenger c = H (DI Dui ‖
A1 ‖ B1 ‖ Ei ‖ γU ‖γV ‖ Yk ‖ λ1 ‖ λ2), and δ1,δ2.

δ1 = (rk − k1)mod q

δ2 = (rk − k2)mod q

3. Finally, the user generates Certk = {Yk ‖ Ei ‖
DI Dui ‖ γU ‖ γV ‖ c ‖ λ ‖ δ1 ‖ δ2} as
the anonymous certificate. When the vehicle user
enters into the new geographic region the vehicle is
authenticated by the TA of the new region using the
public value of the TA of the registered geographic
region. i.e., when a vehicle enters into the region
of the new TA, it sends an anonymous message
msg = (M ‖ sig ‖ Yk ‖ Certk) to the new
TA, where Certk = {Yk ‖ Ei ‖ DI Dui ‖ γU ‖
γV ‖ c ‖ λ ‖ δ1 ‖ δ2} is the anonymous certificate.
From the anonymous certificate, the new TA takes
two parameters Ei ,DI Dui and computes Ni =
Ei × DI Dui value which should be equal to the
public parameter A1 of the registered TA. If it
holds, the new TA considers that the vehicle user is
the authenticated vehicle user of the registered TA.

c) Signature Generation: In order to authenticate and pre-
serve the integrity of a message M , the user produces

a short time anonymous signature sig = g
1

rk +H (M)

1
using the short time anonymous keys and broadcasts the
anonymous message msg = (M ‖ sig ‖ Yk ‖ Certk).

d) Verification: Given the msg = (M ‖ sig ‖ Yk ‖ Certk)
from the sender, the receiver performs the following
steps.

1. The receiver cannot directly verify {Yk ‖ Certk}
upon receiving the msg. To ensure the legitimacy
of this message source, the receiver first computes

Ni = Ei × DI Dui

λ
′
1 = γUλ

γU δ1

λ
′
2 = γ λ

U
.γ δ2

V

γ δ1
U .γ

λ
V

2. Then, the receiver computes c
′ = H (DI Dui ‖

Ni ‖ B1 ‖ Ei ‖ γU ‖ γV ‖ Yk ‖ λ′
1 ‖ λ

′
2) and

checks whether c = c
′
. If it holds, the receiver

authenticates the sender, and hence it accepts
the public key and the anonymous certificate
{Yk ‖ Certk}. If this condition is not satisfied,
then the message is discarded by the receiver. The
receivers can also verify the dummy identity of the

sending vehicle to ensure that only authenticated
vehicles are allowed to send messages.
Proof of Correctness:

➢ Ni = Ei × DI Dui

= g−ni
1 × gni +a

1

= ga
1 = A1

➢ λ
′
1 = γ λ

U

γ δ1
U

= γ μ+rk
U

γ
rk−k1

U

= γ μ+rk−rk+k1
U

= γ μ+k1
U

= λ1

➢ λ
′
2 = γ λ

U
.γ δ2

V

γ δ1
U .γ

λ
V

= γ μ+rk
U

.γ rk−k2
V

γ
rk−k1

U .γ
μ+rk
V

= γ μ+rk−rk+k1
U

γ
μ+rk−rk+k2
V

= γ μ+k1
U

γ
μ+k2
V

= λ2

3. Once the challenger has been verified, the receiver
verifies the integrity of the message by checking
the following condition.

e(sig,Yk · gH(M)
2 ) = e(g1, g2)

If the condition is satisfied, then M will be
accepted by the receiver. Otherwise, it will be
rejected.
Proof of Correctness:

e(sig,Yk · gH(M)
2 )

= e(g
1

rk +H (M)

1 , grk
2 .g

H(M)
2 )

= e(g
1

rk +H (M)

1 , grk+H(M)
2 )

= e(g1, g2)
1

rk +H (M) .rk+H(M)

= e(g1, g2)(By bilinear property)

e) Conditional Tracking: In case of dispute, the TA uses the
anonymous certificate generated by a particular vehicle
Certk = {Yk ‖ γU ‖ γV ‖ c ‖ λ ‖ δ1 ‖ δ2} for computing
the following:

γ b
V

γ a
U

= (T i .A
μ
1 )

b

(Bμ1 )
a = T b

i .A
μb
1

Bμa
1

= T b
i .g

aμb
1

gμab
1

= T b
i

From this, the TA can effectively trace the real identity of the
user ui by looking up the value T b

i in its tracking list. After
tracing the real identity, the TA can revoke the privacy of the
malicious vehicle user from causing any further damage.
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TABLE I

LOCATION BASED SAFETY INFORMATION (LBSI)

C. Anonymous Authentication of an RSU

Each authenticated vehicle is required to authenticate the
RSU, before communicating with it. Because, each RSU
provides the location based safety information (LBSI) to all
authenticated vehicles when they enter into its region. By
doing this, each RSU provides the knowledge to vehicle users
about the obstacles within its coverage area [29]. Table I shows
some typical examples for LBSIs which are broadcasted to
authenticated vehicles by RSUs.

a) Registration and Key Generation: In the registration
process, each RSU is required to submit the location
information in which they are located aside the roads
to the TA. After that, the TA first selects a random
number Ri ∈ Z∗

q and computes Li = B Ri
1 . Then, the TA

generates the RSU identity RSU i and stores (RSU i ,Lb
i )

in its tracking list.
b) Anonymous Certificate Generation: The TA randomly

selects ω, φ1, φ2 ∈ Z∗
q and computes θU , θV , h, h1, h2.

θU = Aφ1
1 .g

ω
1 , θV = Li .A

φ2
1 , h = (ω + φ1)mod q

h1 = θ
φ1+φ2
V

h2 = θ
φ1
U .θ

φ2−φ1
V

Then, the TA computes the challenger cirsu = H (A1 ‖
B1 ‖ θU ‖ θV ‖ h1 ‖ h2) as well as hα, hβ, hγ where

hα = θh
V

θωV

hβ = θ
φ2
V , hγ = θ

φ1
U

Then, the TA generates an anonymous certificate for an
RSU as cer tirsu = {θU ‖ θV ‖ cirsu ‖ hα ‖ hβ ‖ hγ }.
After generating cer tirsu , the TA issues it to a particular
RSU. Since the certificate carries no information about
the RSU’s real identity, it is considered as “anonymous”.

c) Signature Generation: In order to authenticate and pre-
serve the integrity of a message L BSI , the RSU gener-
ates a signature by performing two simple operations:

1. The RSU first selects some random numbers
x1, x2, . . . xl ∈ Z∗

n as the temporary short time keys
and computes the corresponding temporary short
time public keys y j = g

x j
2 for j = 1, 2, . . . , l.

2. Using the temporary short time private
keys x j , the RSU generates the signature

as sigirsu = g
1

x j +H (L BS I )

1 and broadcast
msg = (L BSI ‖ sigirsu ‖ y j ‖ cer tirsu) to
all the vehicles.

d) Verification: Upon receiving the msg = (L BSI ‖
sigirsu ‖ y j ‖ cer tirsu), the receiving vehicles can
authenticate an RSU as follows.

1) Certificate Verification: To ensure the legitimacy of
an RSU, the receivers first compute

h
′
1 = hα.hβ

h
′
2 = hβ.hγ

hα

and then compute the challenger c
′
irsu = H (A1 ‖

B1 ‖ θU ‖ θV ‖ h
′
1 ‖ h

′
2) and check whether

cirsu = c
′
irsu . If it is satisfied, the certificate

cer tirsu is accepted by the receiver; otherwise it
will be rejected.
Proof of Correctness:

➢ h
′
1 = hα.hβ

= θh
V

θωV
.θ
φ2
V

= θ
ω+φ1
V

θωV
.θ
φ2
V

= θ
ω+φ1−ω+φ2
V

= θ
φ1+φ2
V = h1

➢ h
′
2 = hβ .hγ

hα

= θ
φ2
V .θ

φ1
U

θh
V

.θωV

= θ
φ2+ω−φ1−ω
V .θ

φ1
U

= θ
φ2−φ1
V .θ

φ1
U = h2

2. Signature Verification: After verifying the certifi-
cate, the receiver verifies the integrity of L BSI by
checking the following condition

e(sigirsu , y j · gH(L BS I )
2 ) = e(g1, g2)

If the condition is satisfied, the L BSI will be
accepted by the receiving OBUs. Otherwise, it will
be rejected.
Proof of Correctness:

e(sigirsu , y j · gH(L BS I )
2 )

= e(g
1

x j +H (L BS I )

1 , g
x j
2 .g

H(L BS I )
2 )

= e(g
1

x j +H (L BS I )

1 , g
x j+H(L BS I )
2 )

= e(g1, g2)
1

x j +H (L BS I ) .x j +H(L BS I )

= e(g1, g2)(By bilinear property)

e) Conditional Tracking: In case of compromise, the TA
gets the anonymous certificate of a particular RSU
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cer tirsu = {
θU ‖ θV ‖ cirsu ‖ hα ‖ hβ ‖ hγ

}
and com-

putes

θb
V

Baφ2
1

= (Li .A
φ2
1 )

b

(gb
1)

aφ2
= Lb

i .A
φ2b
1

(ga
1 )

bφ2
= Lb

i .A
φ2b
1

Aφ2b
1

= Lb
i

So, the TA can efficiently trace the real identity of the
RSU RSU i by looking up the value Lb

i in its tracking
list. After tracing the real identity, the TA will revoke
the privacy of an RSU to avoid further damage.

V. SECURITY ANALYSIS

In this section, we briefly analyze our proposed schemes
with respect to message integrity, source authentication, iden-
tity privacy preserving and conditional privacy preservation.
In the EAAP scheme, signature and certificate are used for
fundamental security protections against inject, impersonate,
masquerade and key replication attacks. Using EAAP, an exter-
nal attacker cannot generate a valid signature and certificate
using other vehicles anonymous certificates and signatures,
because AK is kept in a secure environment such as TPD
by the user. Therefore, it is not possible to inject fake
messages into the system and perform key replication attacks.
To perform an impersonation attack, the attacker should derive
the temporary short time keys owned by a legitimate vehicle
and the authentication key issued by the TA to a particular
vehicle. However, the attacker cannot compromise the registra-
tion protocol because it is performed in offline mode directly
at the TA. Hence, our system is semantically secure against
impersonation attack.

Theorem 1: The proposed EAAP scheme is semantically
secure against impersonation attack.

Proof: To perform an impersonation attack, the adver-
sary must be able to compute the secret parameter i.e.,
the Ti value, owned by a legitimate user ui . In order to
compute the Ti value, the adversary needs to find the γV

value from the anonymous certificate cer tk = {Yk ‖ Ei ‖
DI Dui ‖ γU ‖ γV ‖ c ‖ λ ‖ δ1 ‖ δ2}. The γV is
computed such that γV = Ti · Aμ1 . Here, μ value is chosen
randomly by the vechicle user ui and so the value of γV is
also random. Moreover, the computation of γV is computed
based on the fact that ECDLP (Elliptic Curve Discrete Log-
arithm problem). Therefore, the computational complexity of
finding the value of Ti from γV is O[q 1

2 +O(1) log n] where
n is the number of vechicles in the communication range
of an adversary [35]. Moreover, the complexity of finding
the vale of μ from the set of k temporary random keys is
(2k − 1) . Therefore, it is infeasible for an adversary to find
the values of Ti and μ to break the anonymous certificate
to impersonate within a stipulated time. Hence, the attack-
ers cannot generate the anonymous legitimate certificates.
Hence, our EAAP scheme can withstand from impersonation
attack.

Theorem 2: The proposed EAAP scheme can provide resis-
tance against bogus message attack.

Proof: If an adversary A wants to send a bogus message
to the vehicle user vi , it needs to generate two parame-
ters Ei and DI Dui such that A1 = Ei × DI Dui = Ni .

However, the values Ei = g−ni
1 and DI Dui = gni+a

1 are
computed for each vehicle user in the TA in offline mode.
Moreover, these values are given during the time of offline
registration. Therefore, it is not possible for the adversary
to find the ni and a values from Ei and DI Dui due to
the fact of ECDLP. Therefore, the computational complexity
of finding the value of a is O[q 1

2 +O(1) log r ] where r is
total number of vehicles registered in the TA. Moreover, the
value of ni is chosen randomly for each vehicle and hence
the value of DI Dui is also random. Therefore, complexity
of finding the value of ni is O[2r − 1]. Hence, the total
complexity of finding the values ni and a to compromise Ei ×
DI Dui = A1 for sending bogus message to other vehicles is

O
([

q
1
2 +O(1) log r

]
.[2r − 1]

)
Hence, it is not feasible for an

adversary to perform the bogus message attack in the proposed
EAAP scheme.

Theorem 3: The adversary cannot change the content of the
message during transmission. The proposed EAAP scheme can
withstand against message modification attack.

Proof: Each vehicle user broadcasts an anonymous message
in the format “msg = (M ‖ sig ‖ Yk ‖ Certk)

′′. In this
broadcasted message msg, there is a chance for an external
attacker to change the content of the message M during the
transmission over the wireless medium. In order to protect the
integrity of the message from the external attackers, in our
scheme, a vehicle’s signature on a message M is generated as

sig = g
1

rk +H (M)

1 where rk is the temporary short time private
key. Since, the temporary short time private key rk is only
known by the particular vehicle, no other users can generate
the same signature. To forge the signature of message M ,
an attacker needs to know the temporary short time private
keys. Moreover, rk value is changed periodically. Therefore,
even if a rk value is found, it will not possible to follow the
further communications. Similarly, an RSU’s signature on a

LBSI is defined as sigirsu = g
1

x j +H (L BS I )

1 . Since the value x j

is only known by a particular RSU, no other users can forge
the signature. Moreover, the vehicle certificates are generated
using the AK value, which is given by the TA to vehicle
users during its registration in a secure manner. Based on the
aforementioned analysis, without knowing the AK value and
temporary short time private keys no other user can forge the
anonymous certificates and signatures.

Theorem 4: The identity of the malicious vehicles can be
revealed and revoked by the TA. Hence, our proposed scheme
provides conditional privacy preservation.

Proof: In EAAP, vehicles and RSU’s use anonymous cer-
tificates and signatures to protect their real identities. However,
the TA has the capability to trace the real identity of a vehicle
or an RSU from its anonymous certificate. For instance,
a vehicle vi sends a message along with an anonymous
certificate to other vehicles, which leads to dispute. Then the
TA gets the anonymous certificate of that message and maps
the anonymous certificate with its tracking list. Then the TA
can trace the tracking value T b

i of a vehicle effectively. After
getting the T b

i , the privacy of the vehicle user is revoked by
the TA.
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Theorem 5: The anonymity of the vehicles and the RSUs is
preserved during the authentication and message communica-
tion in VANETs.

Proof: Since a valid signature sig and certificate Certk

is attached to each message, it is computationally hard to
identify the actual signer of the message. Hence, the attacker
gets zero knowledge about the signer from sig and Certk .
Since, these parameters are generated using the short life
private keys and dummy identities, even if these identities are
captured, they do not reveal the privacy of the vehicle users or
RSUs. Because, they provide zero knowledge about the vehicle
users or RSUs. Hence, the anonymity of the vehicles and the
RSUs is preserved in the proposed anonymous authentication
scheme.

VI. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed
EAAP scheme in terms of computational cost for the certifi-
cate and the signature verification process and RSU serving
capability for providing LBSI messages to all authenticated
vehicles within its coverage region without any message loss.
The metrics used for comparing the existing schemes with the
proposed scheme are given as follows:

A. EAAP Computational Cost of Certificates and Signature
Verification

It is the total time required to verify either one signa-
ture and one certificate or n signatures and n certificates
to authenticate a vehicle and to check the integrity of a
message. The verification delay of EAAP scheme is compared
with many existing schemes Boneh Lynn Shacham (BLS)
scheme [21], ECPP [12], Certificateless Aggregate Signatures
(CAS) scheme [22], GSB [16], Key-insulated Pseudonym Self-
Delegation (KPSD) scheme [24], Identity-Based Conditional
Privacy-Preserving Authentication (IBCPPA) Scheme [33] and
Threshold Anonymous Authentication (TAA) scheme [32].
Among the various existing schemes, KPSD is a certificate
based signature verification system proposed in [24], which is
the foundation of the proposed EAAP verification scheme. Let
Tp is the time required for performing a pairing operation, Th

is the time required for performing a hash function and the
time required for performing the one point multiplication is
Tm . For performing the hash operation, exponential operation,
point multiplication and pairing operation, the pairing-based
cryptography (PBC) library [25] is used in this paper. For the
aforementioned operations, the Type-A curve defined in the
PBC library is used with the default parameters [25]. In order
to measure the actual computation time of our proposed EAAP
scheme, we have used a 2-GHz machine with 4-GB installed
memory, running Cygwin 1.7.35–15 [26] with the gcc version
4.9.2 for our implementations. All the results are analysed over
100 randomized simulation runs and then the average of the
results is considered.

For our simulations, the time parameters Tp, Th and Tm are
found to be equal to 1.6 ms (milliseconds), 2.7 ms, and 0.6 ms,
respectively. The time needed to perform exponentiation in
G1 and G2 are denoted as Tep−1 and Tep−2 are found to

TABLE II

CERTIFICATE & SIGNATURE VERIFICATION COST OF VARIOUS SCHEMES

be equal to 0.7 ms and 0.6 ms respectively. It can be seen
that Tp and Th are the most time-consuming operations in the
signature verification process. A certificate which has been
sent with a message signature has been taken for computing
the verification time. In Table II, we summarize the certificate
and signature verification cost for BLS, ECPP, CAS, GSB,
KPSD, TAA, IBCPPA and EAAP.

From Table II, it can be observed that our proposed EAAP
scheme takes low computational cost among the various exist-
ing schemes to perform certificate and signature verification
process because, the proposed EAAP takes only 2Tp, 4Tep−1
and Tep−2 for verifying one certificate & signature. Therefore,
the proposed EAAP scheme can verify the maximum number
of signatures and certificates within 300 ms compared to BLS,
ECPP, CAS, GSB, KPSD, TAA and IBCPPA schemes. In
order to verify a single certificate and signature, EAAP scheme
takes only 7.3 ms whereas the other existing schemes BLS,
ECPP, CAS, GSB, KPSD, TAA and IBCPPA take 11.8 ms,
11.4 ms, 13.4 ms, 10.6 ms, 12.9 ms,16.6 ms and 8.6 ms
respectively. Among BLS, ECPP, CAS, GSB, KPSD, TAA,
IBCPPA schemes, our EAAP scheme requires only two pairing
operations for verifying one signature and requires (1 + n)
pairing operations for verifying n signatures. Therefore, it
is clear to understand that our proposed scheme takes less
certificate and signature verification cost in comparison with
the other existing schemes.

Fig. 2. clearly shows the verification time in ms for the
number of the received messages (n).

It can be seen that when n is large, the proposed EAAP
scheme is much more efficient than the other existing schemes
and affords the lowest verification time among the schemes
under comparison. From Fig. 2, it is very clear to understand
that our proposed EAAP scheme takes only around 230 ms
for verifying 100 certificates and signatures. However, other
existing schemes take more than 400 ms for verifying 100 cer-
tificates & signatures.

B. RSU Serving Capability

When a vehicle enters into the coverage range of an RSU,
the RSU first authenticates the vehicle and then the vehicle
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Fig. 2. Comparison of certificate & signature verification cost of various
schemes.

authenticates the RSU. Once the authentication process is
completed, the RSU sends L BSI messages to the vehicle. Let
p be the probability for each RSU to issue L BSI messages
to the vehicles, and N be a random variable that denotes
the number of vehicles getting exactly n L BSI messages
among the total of d vehicles. Then, N follows the Binomial
distribution with parameters d and p and we have

f (n; d, p) = P (N = n) =
(

d

n

)
pn(1 − p)d−n

for n = 0, 1, 2, . . . , d, where
(

d

n

)
= d!

n! (d − n)!
is the binomial coefficient, ( pn) denotes exactly n L BSI
messages to successfully reach the vehicle and p(d−n) denotes
failures. However, n L BSI messages can successfully reach
the vehicles, when the vehicle is anywhere in the region
of RSU among the total number of d vehicles. In order to
calculate the RSU serving capability, we first estimate the time
required for an RSU to generate the certificate and signatures
for n L BSI messages. Let Tgen denotes the time required for
an RSU to generate the certificate and signature for n L BSI
messages. In EAAP scheme,

Tgen = 6nT ep−1 + nTp + 4nTm

Therefore, the time required for an RSU to generate the
certificate and signature for one L BSI message is as follows:

Tgen = 6Tep−1 + Tp + 4Tm

Based on the execution time results, Tgen time can be
calculated as

Tgen = 6 × 0.7 + 2.7 + 4 × 0.001 = 6.904 ms

Let s denotes the average speed of a vehicle that varies from
5 m/s ∼ 10 m/s (or 18 km/hr ∼ 36km/hr). Let r denotes the
coverage range of an RSU which is considered as 300 m and d
denotes the density of vehicles that varies from 200 to 400 for
a city road highway. Based on the average speed of vehicles s,

Fig. 3. RSU serving capability of EAAP scheme for various vehicle density d
and various average speed of vehicles v , when RSU range r = 300 m.

the coverage range of RSU r , the probability for each RSU
to issue a L BSI message p, and the time cost Tgen , the RSU
serving capability Rser can be calculated as

Rser = p.Tgen.r

s.d

Fig. 3 shows that Rser varies with vehicle density d and
vehicle speed s, where 200 ≤ d ≤ 400 and 5 ≤ s ≤ 10. Also,
we observed that the RSU can effectively generate 44 L BSI
messages for every 300 ms and Rser is inversely proportional
to the RSU coverage area r , average speed of vehicle s and the
vehicle density d . Therefore, in the proposed EAAP scheme,
the RSU can generate 44 certificates & signatures for every
300 ms but the vehicles can verify 200 certificates & signatures
for every 300 ms. Therefore, we conclude that the proposed
EAAP scheme provides the lowest message loss when the
number of vehicles within the communication range increases.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have proposed a new scheme called
EAAP for secure vehicular communication in VANETs. In the
proposed EAAP scheme, an RSU can effectively authenticate
vehicles in an anonymous manner before providing L BSI
messages to vehicles. Similarly, vehicles can also authenticate
an RSU in an anonymous manner before receiving L BSI
messages from RSUs. EAAP scheme not only provides the
anonymous authentication with low certificate and signature
verification costs which are essentially required in the VANET
applications, but also able to provide an efficient conditional
privacy tracking mechanism to reveal the real identity of the
malicious vehicle for enhancing the efficiency of the VANET
system. The proposed EAAP scheme also provides better
efficiency in terms of fast verification on certificates and
signatures than the previously reported schemes BLS, ECPP,
CAS, GSB and KPSD. Our future extension of this work is
to provide batch authentication with low computational cost
in an efficient way.
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